Treatment & Protection
THE NON-TOXIC ELIMINATOR OF ODOR AND GERMS •..
DEODORIZE AND SANITIZE IN A SINGLE SPRAY!

SCENTURION® was developed to provide a safe
and effective way to kill bacteria and neutralize
the other causes of odor in athletic clothing,
shoes, and personal gear.
By doing so, the cycle of body exposure to these
microbes is broken. Once items are treated with
SCENTURION� its clear and flexible antimicrobial
micro-coating provides an "ionic shield" effectively
keeping athletic clothing, shoes, and personal
gear microbe-free.

SCENTURION ® Reviews!
"We use Scenturion because it works eliminating
Odor and Sanitizing our players skates and equipment:'

"Scenturion is the only product we use in our shop at Kevin Smith Sports.
It doesn't mask the odor with a fragrance, just for the odor to come
back soon thereafter. It removes the odor and the bacteria that causes
odor and protects them from coming back. It's the only product we use
and it's the only product we sell:'
Andrew- Kevin Smith Sports - Vermont

"Athletic Management's 'Excellence in

Innovation' Awards Program honors
Scenturion® with the Silver Medal as a
game-changer for college and high school
athletic departments."

SCENTURION
is Activated by
Perspiration!

®

I recently started using Scenturion ®, to treat
my hockey equipment. I can honestly say that
of all the other products I have used in an effort
to kill the bacteria and the odor problems,
Scenturion ® is by far the best product for
instantaneous results, and continues to
perform long after the first application.
Scenturion ® works, it's a great product,
it's the only one we use:'

andgerms

Doug Shearer - Head Equipment Manager
NHL Anaheim Ducks

DIRECTIONS: Shake well before using. Use fine mist
setting. Spray directly into footwear, protective pads,
gloves, and clothing until odor-free. Allow to dry
overnight before wearing. Repeat as necessary.

SCENTURION" will not stain most

fabric or leather. We recommend
spraying a small test area before
applying to the entire item.

"Over a span of 13 years, I was fortunate enough
to be involved with the Team Canada World
Championship teams in May of each year.
Odor and bacteria control was always an issue,
especially in these tournaments due to the
heavy schedule of games, within a very
short period of time.
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� DO NOT use on suede, silk, or
fabrics that may water spot.

Scenturian

with Nanosilver & Ionic Shield® Technology
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Shoes• Sneakers• Cleats• Skates
Boots• Pads• Gloves• Hats & Helmets
Shin Guards• Clothing• Tents
Sleeping Bags• Pet Bedding & Crates
Carpeting• Mattresses
Home Furnishings
Auto Carpet & Seats

with Nanosilver & Ionic Shield® Technology
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For more information about SCENTURION® call your local
Skatetime® office OR 800.557.5283 Today!
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Bill Cowtan - President
Sportstape, Inc.
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• Hypoallergenic
• Non-Toxic
• Non-Flammable
• Non-Caustic
• Fragrance Free

®

Frequently

Rskei:I Questions
How does the silver in SCENTURION® work?

When the silver nanoparticles in SCENTURION ®come
into contact with moisture, they release very low levels
of silver ions that prevent microbial growth that causes
odor. Sweat ACTIVATES SCENTURION ®.
The more you sweat, the more it works�

Why isSCENTURION® so effedive in
eliminating odors?

SCENTURION ® offers both antimicrobial and anti-odor
benefits. Bacteria are only one cause of foot and body odor.
SCENTURION ® with Ionic Shield® contains a particle
size and concentration level of pure silver which is proven
to kill odor-causing bacterial and fungal organisms on
porous surfaces. SCENTURION ® also contains odor capture
technology which encapsulates ammonia and urea from
sweat and the smelly fatty acids, and steroids which are
excreted from the skin and sweat glands.
®

WHISCENTURION prevent odor permanently?

Once the odor is gone, SCENTURION ® will continue to
provide antimicrobial protection until it wears off. When
this happens, simply apply SCENTURION ® again and
clothing, footwear and gear will once again become
odor and microbe-free. Once the odor is gone, protection
should last for 3 to 4 months.

How is SCENTURION®different from the Other Anti-Odor or Antimicrobial Produds
for athletic clothing, shoes, and personal gear?

SCENTURION ® does not alter the breathability, washability, wear profile, or feel of the treated material and
is hypoallergenic, non-toxic, non-caustic, non-flammable, and odorless. SCENTURION ® will not emit chemicals
that may be harmful to people with allergies or multiple chemical sensitivity (MCS) and contains no volatile
organic compounds (VOC), chlorofluorocarbons (CFC), or ozone depleting materials.
SCENTURION ® is formulated to treat shoes, sneakers, cleats, skates, boots, pads, gloves, hats & helmets, shin guards,
clothing, sleeping bags, tents, pet bedding & crates, home furnishings, carpeting, mattresses, auto carpet & seats.

What is the experted yield (number of treatments) per 16 oz. of SCENTURION®?

SCENTURION ® will treat several pairs of shoes and a whole bag of gear! The age of the items and depth of microbe
burden will impact the number of treatments necessary to completely remove odor. Once odor is gone, protection
should last for 3 to 4 months.

Should I applySCENTURION ® to new footwear, clothing or gear?

Absolutely! The antimicrobial performance of SCENTURION ® provides highly durable odor control to new footwear and clothing.
It is clear and flexible and doesn't compromise performance features or comfort. So whether the shoes, clothing or gear are for
running, skating, working, hiking, competing, exercising, hunting, or just for everyday life, SCENTURION ® keeps on protecting.
And since it controls odor, washing will be required less often - extending the useful life of your purchase!

Why does SCENTURION® need to dry overnight?

Treated shoes need to be completely dry before wearing to prevent the socks from absorbing the SCENTURION ® coating,
which could result in reduced effectiveness. In addition, the drying allows the coating to attach to the individual fibers of
the lining of the shoe and clothing. For that reason, clothing should also not be worn until it is completely dry.

What about shoes that have leather uppers and insoles,
like dress shoes and cowboy boots; willSCENTURION®
bond successfully in leather footwear?

While we don't normally think of leather as being porous, it is
relative to the size of water molecules and the pure silver particles
in SCENTURION� So there is plenty of surface area to attach to.
Another way to look at it is that, if the leather wasn't permeable,
there wouldn't be an odor.
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with Nonosilver & Ionic Shield® Technology

For more information about SCENTURION® call your local
Skatetime® office OR 800.557.5283 Today!

